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principles

definition

Natural stormwater systems allow water to circulate
in a process of conveyance, uptake, infiltration,
retention, evaporation and discharge. Urban systems
largely intercept precipitation, collect it, and release
it into streams and the sea. This pollutes water
bodies with heavy metals, organic matter, nutrients
that negatively impact ecosystems and health. This
causes flooding, reduces ground water and weakens
soil. Water sensitive urban design attempts to
mitigate these issues, creating more resilient urban
environments, represented in the graphic to the left.

Water sensitive urban design (WSUD) is a method
of stormwater management that seeks to mimic
natural processes of water filtration in urban planning
and development. The method integrates the urban
water catchment with natural water systems through
addressing the quantity and quality of stormwater runoff,
wastewater, and groundwater. New Zealand’s temperate
climate, frequent rain, and year round plant growth
create an ideal environment for this infrastructure. In an
increasingly urban society, impervious surfaces prevent
the infiltration of water, diverting it to pick up pollutants
before entering the water system again. Water sensitive
urban design utilizes the physical, chemical, and biological
plant and soil processes to filter contaminants from the
urban environment and slow the release of water back
into the natural environment. This benefits water quality
for humans and ecosystems.

Principles of WSUD in New Zealand vary by region,
but can be condensed into the five main ideas:
slowing and cleaning, revisiting natural systems,
integration into the urban framework, improved
sense of place, and close to source treatment.

Slow and clean storm water
runoff to protect receiving
ecosystems
Expose natural ecologies that are
often lost to urban
environments
Balance land development with
ecosystem enhancement
Improve liveability and provide
a unique sense of place through
ecosystem services
Address stormwater close to
source

Auckland Council, Water Sensitive Design for Stormwater, 2015
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te ao māori
Water sensitive urban design fits into Te Ao Māori, or
Māori world view because of the strong connection to
the water. Te Ao Māori says that there is a natural order to
the world, so if any part is altered, the whole system will
be put out of balance. Māori are recognized as tangata
whenua, or people of the land, and Māori creation
narratives make clear the interdependencies between
land and sea, water and air, and people and the land.
These relationships fit into WSUD methods better than
conventional stormwater infrastructure because WSUD
reaches for balance and kaitiakitanga, or stewardship.
Water is vital to Māori wellbeing and identity. All water
bodies have their own mauri, or life essence, and when
water is polluted, the mauri is corrupted. The intentions
of water sensitive urban design draw on these existing
Māori values, so more common use of WSUD in
Aotearoa would be a step toward better recognition of
Māori values within urban planning and design.
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ko au te whenua
ko te whenua ko au
I am the land
the land is me

approaches
permeable pavement
Permeable pavement can come in the form of porous
asphalt or concrete, or interlocking concrete pavers
that create vegetated gaps in pavement.

advantages

This approach allows for water to filter through the
surface in a hardscape area. Permeable pavement
can receive direct rainfall, and less runoff reduces
the amount of pollutants washed into urban water
systems.

disadvantages

Porous pavement cannot receive runoff from high
sediment zones because of clogging. It also requires
regular maintenance because clogging reduces
permeability of the surface itself.

pavers
gravel aggregate
large aggregate
discharge pipe
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approaches

approaches

green roof / green wall

vegetated swale

Green roofs and walls are vegetated plantings built
directly on existing buildings.

advantages:

These methods reduce on site stormwater runoff from
buildings and are best in dense urban areas because
no ground space is required. Green roofs and walls
contribute to mitigating the urban heat island effect and
provide some insulation for buildings.
disadvantages:
Green roofs and walls have a lower filtration capacity
due to weight restrictions, often require frequent
maintenance, and are especially at risk of wind dispersed
weed invasion.
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side slope

slope

Swales are vegetated alternatives to traditional drains
that range from grass lined curbs to densely vegetated
waterways.
advantages:
Bioswales slow the velocity of water and provide an
opportunity for filtration. Swales work by conveying
runoff through underlying biofiltration and can thrive
in many environments with little maintenance. This
approach reduces the reliance on piped stormwater
systems, providing resilience in flooding events.
disadvantages:
Vegetated Swales work best in areas with 2-5% grades.
Flatter areas are at risk of flooding, and steeper areas can
be heavily eroded.
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approaches
discharge
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water outlet

water inlet
sledge

Rain gardens receive and filter runoff from surrounding
areas.
advantages:
Often used in conjunction with swales, rain gardens use
vertical percolation to filter finer pollutants. Bioretention
systems slow and reduce the amount of stormwater
runoff, providing resilience in flooding events.

Rain gardens can have variable performance in the long
term, and if designed poorly can accumulate standing
water.

wetland plants

runoff

rain gardens

disadvantages:

approaches

high water level

filtration

Stormwater wetlands are shallow vegetated areas that
slowly filter and release stormwater. There are many
styles of wetland, from heavily engineered designes
depicted above, to more natural land forms depicted
below.
advantages:
Constructed wetlands utilize multiple layers of filtration
often starting with a coarse sediment pond and ending
with biological uptake of the finer pollutants.

liner

reedbed open outflow
water pipe
marsh
small boulders

shrubs and grass

rain percolates through
soils, stored temporarily

impervious
liner

constructed wetland

high water level
low water level

disadvantages:

Wetlands require adequate time to drain between
storm events, and their efficiency depends heavily on
the characteristics of the catchment area.
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case study
jellicoe street and silo park
This project is at the edge of Auckland in Wynyard Quarter
on contaminated land. The extensive rain gardens on
Jellicoe Street along with a series of constructed wetlands
collect and filter stormwater from the site before it
reaches the outflow at the harbour. The rain gardens
utilize waterproof linings to protect from underlying
contamination and structural cells to accommodate
paving and parking above soil. The lush native plantings
create a unique streetscape that prioritizes pedestrian
circulation. The stormwater exits via large concrete
stairs made of reused materials from the site that also
serve as shoreline armour. This pedestrian promenade
and activity filled park engages the public with adjacent
maritime industry through embracing the history of the
site.
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wraight and associates
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case study
waitangi park
Waitangi park was Wellington’s first large scale
environmental infrastructure project. The design
daylights the culverted Waitangi stream using a pumping
system made to exclude salt water intrusion at high tide.
Pumps bring the water into a subsurface wetland to filter
heavy particulates. A series of terraces then provides
more filtration before the water reaches the harbour.
Filtered water is stored in an open air pond, and is used for
on site irrigation. In addition to its ecological functions,
Waitangi Park provides high levels of recreational uses
for diverse users and integrates well into the urban
framework through rain gardens and bio retention tree
pits. This design also references the cultural heritage of
the site through Māori art, redefining what an urban park
can be.
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wraight and associates

Natasha Barrett, Haere mai, 2018
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case study
south frame public realm
The south frame consists of 20 thousand square meters
of land across 7 former industrial blocks. The space
is designed to transform the public realm to create a
“distinctively urban precinct in Christchurch.” The plans
for this network include a greenway that weaves the
ecology, history, and infrastructure together. It is designed
to reflect a braided river, with native planted beds that
provide stormwater detention and nutrient cycling. This
design connects the urban realm to the Ōtākaro Avon
River through its form and reinforces north to south
connections between the river and Port Hills. Water
sensitive design is integrated into the human experience
throughout the entire design, and sets a precedent for
future development in Christchurch.
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landLAB
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